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Session Description 

Session 326, a Mer-ka-bah ascension exercise by Da Pah Kwan Yin San, can act as an akeneic 
portal, inviting the akeyasan student body to step into the Universal Self by means of the 
activation of the inter-creational relationship between the self, the other, and the whole.


Throughout this journey, Da Pah Kwan Yin San offers insights into the kakra system of the head, 
heart, and belly kakra (the akonai, the akene, and the adonai, respectively) and shares about the 
differences between the kakra system and the chakra system.


As you will be stimulated to activate your Mer-ka-bah body, you will travel to the ancient realms of 
Lemuria and Atlantis, and beyond.


Given the timeless and inter-dimensional nature of this experience, further explanation is 
meaningless. As such, make yourself comfortable for the journey and prepare for a 
conscious(ness) exploration that will undoubtedly empower you in the deepening awareness of 
how vast and powerful you truly are.


Originally Titled: “You are the Universe"
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1. I want to take this moment to welcome everyone that is here in this room right now with 
us, not only those that are sitting here, but also everyone else that is connecting to this 
recording, to this moment of meditation – our dear subscribers, welcome to all of you. 

2. Before we go into this meditation, take a moment, connect hearts together, connect 
spaces together. No matter where we are on this planet right now, we are one, we are 
together, we are unified. 

3. Get comfortable any which way you feel, whether you want to lie down, sit up on a 
chair, go into a yoga position that makes you feel relaxed – whatever you like to do.

4. When you are there, we can begin. 

5. Breathe.... breathe.

6. Breathe in life force energy. Breathe out all of your thoughts, your emotions, your fears. 
Breathe in beingness. Breathe in all that you are. With every in-breath that you take, 
state inside of your own being the simple words: 

7. I AM... I AM.

8. With every out-breath add internal attributes. These are love, joy, freedom, truth, and 
life.  

9. I AM ... Love. 
I AM ... Joy. 
I AM ... Freedom. 
I AM ... Truth. 
I AM ... Life.

10.Keep breathing life force energy of the I AM. Breathe out love. Breathe out joy. Breathe 
out freedom. Breathe out truth. Breathe out life.

11. As we sit here, taking in the energy of the ancient lands of Lemuria and the ancient 
lands of Atlantis, I invite you to settle yourself into whatever vibration you took into this 
meditation with you. There is no judgement to any stress, negativity, busyness, or 
thoughts that you brought into this meditation with you. Let that all be with you in this 
moment. Observe it. Recognize that you are the creator of these energies and that all 
things that happen to you are generated by you. 

12.So, settle into your own essence. What is your body trying to tell you in this moment? 
What is your mind telling you in this moment? What are those whispers in your soul? 
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What is that song inside of your heart?  

13.Let it emerge... emerge... emerge...! 

14.Continue to breathe in life force energy as we will start to take our focus into the very 
essence that generates everything about you: your cellular structure, the electricity that 
rages through your body and keeps your total whole connected, the blood running 
through your veins. 

15.All of these things, including the non physical aspects of yourself, are generated merely 
by a simple system that we like to call the kakra system: a tri-solar star system, 
wherein three solar vessels orbit around one another at the core of the torus field that 
you are. The orbit of these stars are established via your breath, the breath that 
triggers the heartbeat. 
 
[ Lemurian Chant: Names of the Heart Kakra ] 

16.The heart kakra: the center of your beingness, a galactic sun of the galaxy that is you, 
is hidden deep within your chest.

17.Focus now on the area that is your chest, which goes all the way from right underneath 
your throat down towards the solar plexus. 

18.Envision a disc of light right there. It does not matter the initial color of this light. It is 
whatever you are emitting right now. Focus on the heart kakra and breathe in I AM and 
breathe out Love. 

19. I AM ... Love. 
I AM ... Love.

20.Breath is an inter-dimensional vessel, much like the water in your system. It connects 
you to your eternal whole, your eternal self. It connects everything that is outside of 
you, or that at least appears to be outside of you, to deep within and it brings the power 
of that which exists deep within and shares it with all that exists outside. This is the 
power of your breath. 

21.With every breath, you take in the total energy of all beings connecting to this 
meditation right now. 

22.Trust your heart to be able to filter out those things that do not serve you as they come 
in to neutralize them and allow these things to flow out into the universe. 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Keep making this connection and notice how, from your heart kakra, a glow starts to 
emerge. With every breath it becomes bigger, more present, more powerful. 

23.See the disc that we activated earlier move into the third dimension, becoming a 
sphere, becoming a sun, and notice now how the light, how the glow emerging from it 
is made up of hundreds of thousands, if not millions, of individual rays, individual 
connections to everything that you are and to all of those that are these things with you. 
This connection is eternal. This connection is forever. It is the web of self, the 
geometric make-up of your DNA that is always present. It is active whether you pay 
attention to it or not. 

24.Allow a place to emerge in your mind where the activity of your heart kakra will forever 
be actively monitored, with conscious awareness.

25.These are the many vectors, the hundreds of thousands, if not millions, of vectors that 
are available to you right now – infinite lines between two points that have no distance 
between them, offering their trajectories up to you. 

26.Allow now your heart kakra solar sphere to separate into millions of tiny versions of 
itself and allow them to travel the vectors towards all of these different parts of you 
throughout all of time and space on your out-breath, and with every in-breath allow 
these minuscule suns to come back and form your heart kakra once again. This is the 
in-breath and the out breath of the sun that you are. 

27.Notice the stillness of this heart kakra. Notice the perfection of this system that is you. 

28.Unlike your finite chakra system, the kakra system cannot be hacked, invaded in any 
way. There is sovereignty here. So, release any fears of being used or fed upon. 

29.Just focus on the heart kakra and allow it to do its job. 

30.You feel this sphere becoming bigger... bigger... reaching now beyond the limitations of 
your physical body, becoming large enough to house the very essence of you, and sit 
down in the center of your heart, the center of All Things. 

31.As this process continues you will notice that the two further points of your kakra 
system, the one at the heart of the pineal gland, the head kakra, and the one at the 
very bottom of your essence, the belly kakra, form two pyramids, which may initially 
only appear as triangles in the second dimension – the one in the head kakra with its 
tip pointing down towards the heart, the one in the belly kakra with its tip pointing 
upward towards the heart – and allow these expressions of geometry to move with you 
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in[to] the third dimension and form the three-dimensional pyramid, which with each 
breath we slowly allow to descend and rise up into the heart kakra. 

32.Take your time to allow both tips of the pyramid to come closer and closer together... 
closer and closer... until they meet in the center of your heart, the center of your chest, 
and let the torus unfold... and allow the torus field that you are to release its geometries 
inside of your system and witness the Mer-Ka-Ba being born.  
 
[ Lemurian & Atlantean Chanting ] 

33.From within the heart of the Mer-Ka-Ba, which is the center of your chest, which is the 
heart kakra, observe now your solar sphere, in which you are sitting in the macro 
cosmos and at the same time within the micro cosmos of your being, splitting off. Two 
extra suns are born. One moving up into the head, one moving down into the belly.

34.Notice how with each and every one of your breaths these three points seemingly swap 
position, constantly moving in and out of one another without ever noticeably leaving 
the central points where they are to be found: your heart, your head, your belly. 

35.As these movements start to occur, unnoticeable yet present, observe the Mer-Ka-Ba 
that surrounds you. Observe its stillness. Observe its quartz crystal quality. Observe its 
clarity. And through it on all of its triangular walls, beloved ones, observe the universe. 

36.From this space you are witness to every star being born, every planet being formed, 
every life form being molded and infused with life force. That which you observe now is 
happening in this very moment all around you in the universe. 

37.“But where,” I ask, “is this universe? Where do these stars, these planets, these life 
forms and this life force truly exist?”

38.To find this answer, easily hidden within you, allow now for your Mer-Ka-Ba to shrink. 

39.Continue to breathe as the walls of your Mer-Ka-Ba seemingly become too small to 
contain your physical vessel, but with enough trust and with enough breath you can 
allow this Mer-Ka-Ba, as it shrinks into your hear space, to slowly turn your essence 
and everything you are inside out. 

40.Even though the walls of your Mer-Ka-Ba seemingly become too small, with enough 
trust and with enough breath you can allow this Mer-Ka-Ba, as it shrinks into your heart 
space, to slowly turn your essence and everything that you are inside out. Where you 
once were the micro, you are now the macro. 
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41.Observe the trillions of galaxies that you are made up of and within them the 
uncountable suns being born.

42.With every in-breath circling those suns, the uncountable planets, and on those planets 
the uncountable forms of life, all infused by your essence, your life force. 

43.Observe that which is your creation. 

44.Feel how each of these forms that you find generate together with you the inter- 
creational relationship. 

45. I am your creator. You are my creator. 
I am your creation. You are my creation. 
I am your creator. You are my creator. 
I am your creation. You are my creation.

46.Allow this rhythm to move through you, through the tri-solar system that exists at the 
core of your beingness and that we call the kakra system.

47.Observe the sounds around you.

48.Observe the noises around you, wherever you are. And also, to these life forms — for 
everything that has ever been created in the universe, no matter if it lasts for only a few 
seconds; even sound is a life form — acknowledge that you are its creator and it is 
your creator. And you are its creation, and it is your creation. 

49.From within this space, remain with the self for as long as you deem necessary and 
slowly allow yourself to emerge from these three kakra points, now a sovereign 
creation, now a sovereign being with flowing around you an active torus field, the 
geometry of which manifests as the active Mer-Ka-Ba that has taken you from the 
micro of your creation to the macro of you, the creator. 

50.Stay with these thoughts.  
Stay with these fields until next time we meet and will continue this journey. 
 
[ Lemurian & Atlantean Chanting ] 

51.Eja’i, oja’i 

52.This is Da Pah Kwan Yin San, speaking from the essence of the love that you are. 

53.Namaste.
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